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Abstract
This paper investigates deregulation of electricity market focusing on electricity prices and drivers of demand for electrical energy in industry in Slovenia. The patterns in evolution of real electricity price developments and the three main components of the electricity price are calculated: liberalized market share for purchased electricity price, regulated infrastructure share for use of electricity network grids and mandatory state charges in the sale of electricity (duty, excise duty and value-added tax). To calculate the real value of electricity prices, producer price index of industrial commodities for electricity prices in industry is used as deflator and implicit deflator of gross domestic product for the size of the economy. In the empirical econometric part is used regression analysis for the amount electricity consumption in the industry depending on the real gross domestic product, direct and cross-price elasticity for natural gas prices in the industry. The results confirmed volatility in real electricity price developments with their increasing tendency and the increasing share of different taxes and state charges in the electricity prices for industry. Demand for electrical energy in industry is positively associated with gross domestic product and price of natural gas as substitute for electrical energy in industry use, and negatively associated with prices of electrical energy for industry.
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Introduction

The gradual deregulation and liberalisation of the electricity markets in Slovenia has been completed since mid-2007. The initial deregulation in Slovenia has started in 2001 with the liberalisation of the electricity market for the largest industrial users of electrical energy. The deregulation has followed in the mid-2004 for the other electricity users, except for households, and in the mid-2007 also for the households’ electricity users [1–5]. The entry of new possible suppliers and freer trade with electrical energy, particularly possible import competition, might increase competitive pressures on electricity markets and contribute to the increased quality and price competition.

We investigate evolution in development of real prices of electrical energy for industry and their structures, and particularly determinants of electricity consumption by the industrial users in Slovenia. The structure of the industrial users of electrical energy is divided into the sixteen groups by the size of electrical energy consumption [6]. The greatest shares in the electrical energy consumption in industry are pertained to largest users between 70 and 150 GWh and above 400 GWh. Among more important consumers of electrical energy in industry are also consumers or industrial enterprises, which belong to the size groups from 4 to 10 GWh and from 150 to 400 GWh of electrical energy consumption.

The electricity market deregulation and electricity price liberalisation have expected to encourage
greater competition, which will force suppliers of electrical energy to more competitive supply and to creation of brand names [4, 7]. On the basis of the methodology for monitoring of prices of electrical energy and natural gas (supplement to Directive 90/377/EC, 28 October 2008) [8], which is used for calculation of annual consumption of electrical energy, we analyse prices of user groups of electrical energy for industry. We focus on the analysis of real price developments, analysis of final price, analysis of costs and prices for use of electrical network grids, and analyse different taxes on electrical energy during the analysed years. Finally, we analyse demand for electricity consumption in industry with drivers of its determination. The focus is on demand function with included impact of deregulation on electricity market for industrial users or larger industrial enterprises. We employ the regression analysis to estimate consumption functions for industrial users [9, 10].

Entry of new suppliers and the market shares at the local markets

Since the electricity market deregulation and price liberalisation, the new suppliers have entered into the electricity markets. This has been reflected in the deterioration of the local regional supplier’s market share, which have been taken by others non-local regional suppliers. For example in the case of industrial users, the Electro Gorenjska (ELGO) had the local market shares between 93.9% and 96.4% in 2006, but this has deteriorated between 88.7% and 93.3% in 2007 and later has been further deteriorated. Similar as for the ELGO, which is one of the electricity distribution enterprises in Slovenia also for other 5-distribution enterprises the shares are not substantially different. The distribution enterprises shares at the local markets varied between 83.4% and 88.8% in 2006, and between 84.7% and 88.2% in 2007 [6].

Among the most often used measures for presentation of distribution of appearance differences are Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient of concentration. We use these measures to present distribution of relative frequency in the sale of electrical energy for industry in Slovenia, and particularly for the ELGO. The concentration of the electrical energy users in industry in Slovenia and thus also the supply of electrical energy to them, is very concentrated and rather stable between the individual years. Figure 1 confirms that the concentration of the Slovenian electricity users in industry is rather concentrated by individual electrical energy suppliers: ELGO, distribution enterprises and other suppliers as well as for all suppliers. In the case of the ELGO 15% of industrial users consume around 83% of their electricity supply to industry, while in the case of the distribution enterprises in Slovenia 40% of industrial users consume around 98% of their electricity supply to industry. The Lorenz curve for the group of other electricity suppliers shows the highest concentration of their industrial users; the Lorenz curve moves toward the right-hand side bottom corner: 5% of industrial users consume 93% of their electricity supply to industry. In the case of total electricity supply to industrial users by all suppliers in Slovenia, their industrial users’ concentration is between the first group of suppliers (ELGO and 5-distribution enterprises) and second group of suppliers (other suppliers) as clearly confirmed by the Lorenz curve: 10% of industrial users consume 82% of their electricity supply or 20% of industrial users consume 94% of their electricity supply to industry.

![Fig. 1. Lorenz curve for concentration of industrial users of electrical energy by electricity suppliers in Slovenia, 2008.](image-url)
gree of concentration of the industrial users of electrical energy in Slovenia was with some variations over time.

Groups of consumers of electrical energy in industry

Prices of electrical energy for industry are calculated on the basis of the Information centre for uniform collection of data for needs of Ministry of Economy, Directorate for energy in Slovenia [11]. Prices are calculated on the basis of methodology [12], which is described in Directive 2008/92/ES and supplement of Directive 90/377/EC [13] of European Parliament and uniform procedure of the European Union (EU) for a greater transparency of prices of natural gas and electrical energy for industry. As can be seen from Table 1, there are six consumer groups of electrical energy for industry: IA, IB, IC, ID, IE and IF. They are defined on the basis of the interval of annual consumption of electricity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Annual electricity consumption</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>&lt;20 MWh</td>
<td>Annual consumption less than 20 MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB</td>
<td>20&lt;500 MWh</td>
<td>Annual consumption from MWh to less than 500 MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>500&lt;2000 MWh</td>
<td>Annual consumption from 500 MWh to less than 2000 MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>2000&lt;20000 MWh</td>
<td>Annual consumption from 2000 MWh to less than 20000 MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>20000&lt;70 000 MWh</td>
<td>Annual consumption from 20 000 MWh to less than 70 000 MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF</td>
<td>70 000&lt;150 000 MWh</td>
<td>Annual consumption from 70 000 MWh to less than 150 000 MWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Groups from IA to IF are defined on the basis of the interval in the annual electricity consumption. Source: SORS [11].

Price development

The Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia [11] according to the Eurostat [12] methodology collects data on electricity prices for six typical different categories of industrial users: Ia, Ib, Ic, Id, Ie, Ii, and Ig. To calculate the real value of electricity prices for user groups in industry, electricity prices over time are deflated by the producer price index of industrial commodities for electricity prices in industry.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the initial liberalisation of the electricity prices for industrial users caused the real price decline particularly for the industrial users on the low voltage with annual use 50 MWh (Ib) and for the middle voltage with annual use 24 000 MWh (Ig). After the initial decline, since 2005, the real electricity prices for industrial users have started to rise up to 2009, but they were at the lower level than they were before the liberalisation in 2001.

Since 2009, real prices of electrical energy for industrial users have started to decline a slightly below levels they were in 2005. This implies that the market liberalisation has created competitive pressures on real price declines not only initially, but also later after upward adjustment with a steady increase in real price up to 2009 and then declines. As can be seen from Fig. 3, there are some differences in levels and to a lesser extent in evolution in development of real prices of electrical energy for different consumer groups of electrical energy in industry in Slovenia. Finally, during the 2005–2015 period, real prices of electrical energy in industry in Slovenia have increased a slightly or are at similar levels for all consumer groups of electricity users.
Structure of electricity prices in industry

We analyse the structure of electricity price developments for industrial users. The electricity price for industry consists from three main components: (1) the share for purchase electricity by electricity distribution enterprise from electricity producer that is formed at liberalized electricity market; (2) the share paid by electricity distribution enterprise for regulated infrastructure for the use of electricity network grids; and (3) the mandatory share for the state charges in the sale of electricity for duty, excise duty and value-added tax.

First, we present the structure of electricity price for industry for the consumer group IA during the first five-years, which followed the market deregulation and price liberalisation for industry since the mid-2004. The share for purchase electricity by electricity distribution enterprise from electricity producer increased between 2005 and 2008 (Table 2). During the same period and for the same consumer group IA in industry, the share paid by electricity distribution enterprise for the use of electricity network grids declined, while the share paid to the state budget for taxes and different duties increased.

Second, we present the structure of electricity price for industry as a whole with the price pick in 2009 and gradual decline and price stabilization, which has followed. Changes in the structure of electricity price for industry between 2009 and 2015 can be seen in Table 3 for Slovenia as a whole (I – the Slovenian average of all prices for industry). Differences are in the structure of prices: the share has decreased for purchase electricity by electricity distribution enterprise and to a lesser extent for use of grids, but increased for taxes with VAT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Electricity network</th>
<th>Taxes</th>
<th>Excise tax</th>
<th>Value-added tax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>43.25</td>
<td>35.75</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>42.66</td>
<td>36.33</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>47.26</td>
<td>31.86</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>52.76</td>
<td>28.28</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>50.44</td>
<td>28.29</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own calculations on the basis of data obtained from Ministry of Infrastructure (2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrical energy</th>
<th>Use of grids</th>
<th>Taxes, VAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>59.91</td>
<td>19.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>49.78</td>
<td>21.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>51.27</td>
<td>18.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own calculations on the basis of data obtained from Ministry of Infrastructure (2016).

Use of electricity network grids

We can see that the price paid by electricity distribution enterprise for use of electricity network grids for different consumer groups per MWh varies considerably (Fig. 4). The highest is for the IA electricity user group in industry, while the lowest for the IF electricity user group in industry. These results indicate the importance of the economies of scale. The average price paid by electricity distribution enterprise for use of electricity network grids per MWh was the lowest for the largest IF electricity user group in industry and the highest for the smallest IA electricity user group in industry.

Taxes and duties paid to state budget

Moreover, taxes, excise taxes and value-added tax for different consumer groups of electrical energy use in industry have increased over time (Fig. 5). The
lowest level and increase is seen in the case of the IF consumer group of electrical energy use in industry and the highest level and increase is seen in the case of IA consumer group of electrical energy use in industry.

Fig. 4. Price paid by electricity distribution enterprise for use of electricity network grids for different consumer groups of electrical energy in industry in Slovenia, 2005–2009. Source: Own calculations on the basis of [11, 14].

Regression analysis

Consumption of electrical energy for industry on middle voltage ($D_{1-MV}$) as dependent variable is explained by the following explanatory variables: real gross domestic product ($GDP$), real price of electrical energy for the analysed industrial users at the middle voltage ($PId$), real price of electrical energy for other standard industrial users groups ($Plg$, $Plf$ and $Ple$), and real prices for natural gas ($Png$) as substitute for electrical energy:

$$D_{1-MV} = f(GDP, PId, Plg, Plf, Ple),$$

where $D_{1-MV}$ – consumption of electrical energy by industrial users on the middle voltage (1–35 kV) in period $t$, $GDP$ – real gross domestic product in period $t$, $PId$ – real price of electrical energy for industrial users on middle voltage 1–35 kV in period $t$, $Plg$ – average real price of electrical energy for standard user group for industry $I_g$ with annual consumption 24000 MWh and power 4000 kW in period $t$, $Plf$ – real price of electrical energy for standard user group for industry $I_f$ with annual consumption 10000 MWh and power 2500 kW in period $t$, $Ple$ – real price of electrical energy for standard user group for industry $e$ with annual use 2000 MWh and power 500 kW, $Png$ – real price of natural gas, dummy = equal one for the deregulation period on the electricity market for industrial users and zero otherwise.

Firm-level data on electricity consumption in industry and prices of electrical energy are obtained from Electro Gorenjska. Data on prices of oil products in Slovenia are taken from website of oil company Petrol. All data on deflators (producer price index of industrial commodities and implicit deflator of GDP for the size of the economy) are obtained from SORS [11].

The electricity consumption in industry at the middle voltage (1–36 kV) for the Electro Gorenjska is positively associated with the growth of GDP, but negatively associated with the real electricity prices (Table 4). This is consistent with theoretical expectations. The increase in GDP in Slovenia is in a positive association with the increase in use of electrical energy in industry. The coefficient of elasticity is between 0.56 and 0.69. The association between the use of electrical energy in industry and the increase in GDP in Gorenjska region ($GDP_{G}$) is also positive and significant. The coefficient of elasticity is between 0.55 and 1.63.

The increase in price of electrical energy for industrial user groups leads to reduction in demand for electrical energy for analyzed groups of users of electrical energy in industry. The regression coefficient of elasticity for $Ple$ is between –0.36 and –0.39.
Consumption of electrical energy in industry is also inversely associated with price of electrical energy for standard user group $P_{i}^{D}$. The coefficient of elasticity is between $-0.23$ and $-0.43$. We have also estimated possible substitution effect between electrical energy consumption in industry and consumption of natural gas in industry. The significant positive regression coefficient confirms that electrical energy and natural gas are substitutes in the Slovenian industry. The cross price elasticity is estimated between 0.18 and 0.21 indicating that the increase of price for natural gas by 1% increases consumption of electricity energy in industry between 0.18 and 0.21%, ceteris paribus.

Liberalisation of electricity market for industry is negatively associated with electricity use in industry in Slovenia. The pressures for more rational use of electricity in industrial enterprises can be related also to some other factors such as competitive pressures on industrial enterprises output markets, which have created pressures for costs reductions, including for use of electrical energy.

**Conclusions**

The significant contribution of the research for the literature is the unique analysis of the market deregulation and price liberalization processes in the Slovenian electricity market for industry. The relevance of the results and their implications in the case of market structures and electricity prices for industry and determinants of demand for electricity in industry in Slovenia are particularly important for industrial organization, management and production engineering. While the empirical analysis is based on the Slovenian data sample, its implications with possible comparisons with other countries in the Central and South-Eastern European countries are of broader relevance beyond the Slovenian country example.

The starting point of the analyses has been the evolution in developments of real electricity prices for industry and the structure of electricity prices for industrial users in Slovenia. The market deregulation and electricity price liberalization have encouraged developments of competitive supply, which has not been a linear process, which is still ongoing. The competitive price supply of electrical energy depends on main elements in the structure of price such as for use of electricity network grids and taxes to the state budget. The increased competition has created pressures for the reduction of electricity distribution margin by the electricity suppliers.

The electricity price structure for different electricity consumer groups in industry has explored volatilities over time. This indicates that these price structures are not fixed, but are flexible and have changing over time. The share of costs for use of electricity network grids has reduced and thus the price
for use of electricity distribution network grids has oscillated with a slight decline. The expenses paid by electricity distribution enterprise for different taxes and the share of different taxes in the price structure have increased. The real price paid by electro distribution enterprise for purchased electrical energy and thus the share of costs for purchased electricity by electricity distribution enterprise for its supply to industry has first increased, but then declined.

The real price of electrical energy for industrial users in Slovenia has increased during the period 2005–2009, and has declined since then. However, this has varied by different consumer groups of electricity users in industry. The reduced differentials between final price of electrical energy for consumers of electrical energy in industry and purchased price for electrical energy paid by distribution enterprise as suppliers of electrical energy to final consumer (enterprises) in industry indicates reduction of electricity distribution margin as a possible consequence of increased market competition.

The econometric part has investigated drivers of electrical energy consumption in industry in Slovenia. The regression analysis has confirmed the most important determinants of electrical energy consumption in industry. The results are consistent with theoretical expectations. The amount of electricity consumption in industry is positively associated with real GDP (positive income elasticity) and natural gas prices in the industry (positive cross price elasticity as substitute for electrical energy), but the electricity consumption in industry is negatively associated with the electricity prices for industry (negative direct price elasticity). The negative association is also between the electrical energy consumption in industry and the electricity market deregulation, which can be explained by more efficient electricity use in industry. This issue on efficiency of electricity use in industry is also an issue for further research.
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